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System Earth situation from an UN point of view

At the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20) held in 
2012 the international community recognized that „fundamental changes“ where 
needed in the way the society produce and consume in order for sustainable 
development to be feasible on a global scale. Nearly two-thirds of the world 
ecosystems have been classified by the UN as “in decline”, biodiversity is being 
lost at a rate estimated to be a staggering 100 times that of natural extinction, 
and the risks and trends related to climate change are well documented. The 
OECD (O i i f E i C i d D l ) h d

Impact for Companies

Companies are confronted with the fact, that the pace as well as the amount of 
new environmental legislation coming into force is growing exponentially.

OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) has warned 
that the continued degradation and erosion of “natural capital” is bringing 
irreversible changes that could endanger two centuries worth of rising living 
standards. As best practice sample the chart, which indicates that today’s 
initiatives aren’t enough to meet the wished/set targets and goals.

Chart 3– Overview of Regional Legislation Development

It seems that large companies prepare themselves by buying in services or 
software tools to avoid any risk of none compliance as otherwise it might affect 
the brand name in a negative way. 
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Chart 2– GHG Emissions today versus planed goals

The European Union acts as following

The European council in December 2009 confirmed that “Sustainable 
development” remains a fundamental objective of the European Union under the 

The consumer behaviour
Concerning their own environment impact  the many do associate their 
contribution possibilities with waste separation and reducing energy consumption. 
The majority do prioritize “economic self advantages” (if I can save money than I 
pay attention). There are approx. 400 labels already in use within the EU which 
overload  the majority of consumers. Its only very few being aware of 
environmental labels, the majority is meanwhile familiar with some Food and Fair-
trade labels. 

ConclusionLisbon treaty. A number of unsustainable trends require urgent action. Significant 
additional efforts are needed to curb and adapt to climate change, to decrease 
high energy consumption in the transport sector and reverse the current loss of 
biodiversity and natural resources. The shift to a safe and sustainable low-carbon 
and low-input economy will require a stronger focus on the future. Priority actions 
shall be more clearly specified in future reviews. Governance, including 
implementation, monitoring and follow-up mechanism to be reinforced for 
example through clearer links to the future EU 2020 strategy (Living well, within 
the limits of our planet) and other cost-cutting strategies.

Conclusion. 
The upcoming Product and Organizational Environmental Footprint Calculation is 
based on Life Cycle Analysis, harmonized and standardized for different industrial 
sectors does demand to consider land usage, raw material use, energy 
consumption, emissions, etc.. From my point of view such a holistic approach is 
an opportunity for the Environment as it doesn’t focus e.g. on one specific topic 
only. To be upfront the competitor ,companies will use this new tool to identify the 
possibilities to reduce impacts on the environment  and inform consumers with 
respective labels and/or reports. This view is confirmed as e.g. TESCO has 
already performed such detailed product calculations and started to label 900 
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Chart 2– Road map to a resource efficient Europe

products.

Global players will have an advantage compared to small and medium sized 
companies as many are already creating and issuing environmental and/or 
Sustainability reports. They have to adapt to the new tool, however the majority of 
information needed will be already available. Small/medium sized companies 
might interpret the upcoming legislation as an administrative burden by 
overseeing/underestimating the potential of  their reports and product labels. 
Being able to show being “better” than their competitors might increase income 
and reputation with a higher value compared to buying in necessary services

In order to analyze, monitor and follow up information in a harmonized way 
comparable data is necessary. Therefore the EU has decided to develop a 
common tool to enable PEF (Product Environmental Footprint) & OEF 
(Organizational Environmental Footprint) calculations as well as new Product 
labels. These labels to inform consumers in a common way for products placed 
on the European Union market. 2013 started the testing of the new tool with the 
aim that these pilots shall end the latest in 3 Years.(which would be 2016). 
Reporting and Product labeling will be voluntary at the start and it is unclear at 
this moment when it will change to mandatory.

and reputation with a higher value compared to buying in necessary services 
and/or consultancy.

Crucial for me is the consumer, their awareness and  behaviour, as they will be 
able to enable change the easiest. Do miss consumer information/
education initiatives on EU’s Agenda.

Last but not least I personally foresee a risk that today’s momentum on 
Sustainability  (the number of companies already reporting or having it on their 
agenda has greatly increased over the last years) might get lost or will reduce its

There are still a lot of uncertainties and open question concerning product 
labeling important to be sorted specially for global players with a complex supply 
chain.

agenda has greatly increased over the last years) might get lost or will reduce its 
pace, as the “social tear” is not considered in the new legislation nor in the green 
economy initiatives/programs.
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